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A INTRODUCTION

The 2006 World Cup final between France and Italy was tipped by 
pundits to be the greatest contest in international football for years. In 
contrast with the action on the field,1 the epic battle for the very existence of 
international football itself is still yet to be fought. However, instead of taking 
place in one of Germany’s many modern stadiums,2 this historic contest will 
be held inside the panelled doors of the European Court of Justice.

The European Court of Justice (ECJ) is set to rule on whether the 
International Football Federation (FIFA)’s rules on the compulsory release of 
players for international matches comply with EU legislation on competition 
and free movement of workers. This impending ruling stems from a case3 
brought against FIFA before the Charleroi Commercial Court in March 2006 
by Royal Sporting Charleroi FC and G-14, the representative body of Europe's 
18 most powerful football clubs. The Belgian Court rejected G-14’s claim for ! 
860 million in damages against FIFA for the costs incurred, over the past ten 
years, of putting players at FIFA’s disposal to play in national teams and their 
subsequent unavailability if they suffer injury.4 However, as to the question of 
the fundamental legality of a number of FIFA’s rules on the compulsory 
release of players for international duty the Belgian Court decided to refer the 
issue to the European Court of Justice under Article 234 of the EC Treaty.

This article examines the principle issues and possible consequences of 
the ECJ’s impending verdict whilst also scrutinizing the impact of previous 
ECJ decisions on the ‘beautiful game’. The article will also examine the 
evolving interventionist approach that the ECJ is likely to take when faced 
with a governing body’s justificatory internal sports regulations in light of a 
recent judgment in Meca-Medina and Majcen v Commission.5

B THE FACTS OF CHARLEROI

In November 2004, Abdelmajid Oulmers was badly injured while 
playing in an international friendly match for Morocco against Burkina Faso. 
The subsequent legal dispute arose by virtue of the fact that Oulmers was 
contracted to the Belgian first division club, Royal Sporting Charleroi FC. The 
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1 Italy won the final beating France on penalties in an eventful extra time.

2 Germany hosted the 2006 World Cup.

3 Case C-243/06 SA Sporting du Pays de Charleroi, G-14 Groupment des Clubs de Football 
Européens v Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) [2006] 49 OJEU C 
212/11.

4 —— ‘ECJ to rule on second landmark case in football’ EurActive <http://www.euractiv.com/
en/sports/ecj-rule-second-landmark-case-football/article-155382> (29 February 2008).

5 Case C-519/04 Meca-Medina and Majcen v Commission [2006] ECR I–6991.



club’s essential argument was that the loss of the player unjustly hindered 
their chances of success in both the Belgian league and cup without any form 
of compensation from FIFA. FIFA, on the other hand, took the view that there 
was no link between the injury of Oulmers and Charleroi’s fifth place finish in 
the league and thus the club, FIFA claimed, had ‘no cause of action’.6

C DECISION OF THE CHARLEROI COMMERCIAL COURT

At first instance the Belgian Court rejected G-14’s claim for 860 million 
euro in damages against FIFA for the costs incurred, over the past ten years, 
of putting players at FIFA’s disposal to play in national teams and their 
subsequent inability to perform their club contracts due to injuries suffered 
while on international duty. However, the Charleroi Commercial Court 
decided to make a preliminary reference to the ECJ as to the fundamental 
legality of the FIFA rules on compulsory release of players for international 
matches.7

Essentially, the ECJ will have to consider whether four specific FIFA 
rules are compatible with EC law. First, the rule obliging clubs to release 
players for international duty.8 Secondly, the rule requiring clubs to be bound 
by FIFA's international calendar9. Thirdly, the rule preventing clubs from 
demanding any form of financial reward in return for release of a player 
contracted to their club. 10 Finally, the rule requiring clubs to be exclusively 
responsible for the insurance cover of an international player including 
insurance for injury sustained in the international match (or matches) for 
which he has been released.11 

D ECJ PRECEDENTS CONCERNING FOOTBALL REGULATIONS

The concept of referring a sports law case to the ECJ is by no means a 
revolutionary step. Over the last three decades, a number of high profile cases 
relating to the compatibility of sports regulations with EC Law have come 
before the ECJ. The involvement of the ECJ in the area of European sport 
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6 —— ‘No cause of action for G-14 in Charleroi case’ FIFA <http://www.fifa.com/aboutfifa/
federation/administration/releases/newsid=104283.html#no+cause+action+g+charleroi
+case> (29 February 2008).

7 The question referred by the Belgian Court was as follows: 
Do the obligations on clubs and football players having employment contracts 
with those clubs imposed by the provisions of FIFA’s statutes and regulations 
providing for the obligatory release of players to national federations without 
compensation and the unilateral and binding determination of the coordinated 
international match calendar constitute unlawful restrictions of competition or 
abuses of a dominant position or obstacles to the exercise of the fundamental 
freedoms conferred by the EC Treaty and are they therefore contrary to Articles 
81and 82 of the Treaty or to any other provision of Community law, particularly 
Articles 39 and 49 of the Treaty? (Charleroi (n 3)).

8 FIFA Regulations for the Status and Transfer of Players (2008) Annexe 1 art 1.1.

9 ibid art 1.2.

10 ibid art 2.1.

11 ibid art 2.3.



began in the early 1970’s when it was held that Community law could apply to 
sport but only insofar as that sport constituted an economic activity.12 
Crucially the term ‘economic activity’ was one defined by Article 2 of the EEC 
Treaty.13

This important judicial development was soon to have an impact on 
European football as just two years later, the first case concerning ‘the 
beautiful game’ reached the ECJ. In Donà v Mantero,14 the Italian Football 
Federation’s President became embroiled in judicial proceedings concerning a 
rule of the Italian Football Federation which stipulated that only players who 
were affiliated to that Federation could take part in matches as professional or 
semi-professional players, whilst affiliation in that capacity was, in principle, 
only open to players of Italian nationality. 

After much media controversy the ECJ came to a number of important 
conclusions. First, it was held that the services of professional or semi 
professional footballers did qualify as ‘economic activities’ for the purposes of 
Article 2 of the EEC Treaty. In effect, the ECJ had ruled that the realm of 
professional or semi professional football could, in certain circumstances, be 
subject to European Community law. Secondly, the ECJ took the view that 
rules that deprived professional or semi professional players of the right to 
take part in certain games solely by virtue of their nationality were 
incompatible with the EC Treaty. On first glance, this judgment appears to 
abolish the entire basis for international football, which, by its very nature, 
discriminates against various players by virtue of their nationality. However, 
in the Donà judgment, the ECJ specifically excluded international football 
from their ruling prohibiting discrimination on the basis of nationality. Thus, 
football federations were allowed to discriminate against foreign players but 
only in regard to ‘participation in certain matches for reasons which were not 
of an economic nature … and were thus of sporting interest only’.15 

It is worth dwelling on the approach taken by the Court in Walrave and 
Koch16 and later followed in Donà,17where the Court was prepared to find that 
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12 Case 36/74 Walrave and Koch v Association Union Cycliste Internationale [1974] ECR 
1405.

13 Art 2 of the EEC Treaty states that:
The Community shall have as its task, by establishing a common market and an 
economic and monetary union and by implementing common policies or 
activities referred to in Articles 3 and 4, to promote throughout the Community a  
harmonious, balanced and sustainable development of economic activities, a 
high level of employment and of social protection, equality between men and 
women, sustainable and non-inflationary growth, a high degree of 
competitiveness and convergence of economic performance, a high level of 
protection and improvement of the quality of the environment, the raising of the 
standard of living, and quality of life, and economic and social cohesion and 
solidarity among Member States.

14 Case 13/76 Donà v Mantero [1976] ECR 1333.

15 Estelle de La Rochefoucauld ‘Collection of Sports-Related Case-Law’ IOC Commission on 
Sport and Law <http://multimedia.olympic.org/pdf/en_report_264.pdf> (29 February 
2008) 7.

16 Walrave (n 12).

17 Donà (n 14).



discriminatory selection policies for national representative teams escaped 
condemnation under EC law on the basis that they were ‘not of an economic 
nature’. As noted by Weatherill, the ECJ, in these judgments, ‘embedded into 
the jurisprudence an unfortunate suggestion of clean separation between 
rules of “purely sporting interest” and rules with an economic impact.’18 It is 
submitted that by exempting ‘rules of sporting interest only’ from the scrutiny 
of EC law, almost unconditional autonomy was granted to national and 
international sporting federations to impose internal sporting regulations 
which were contrary to EC law on freedom movement of workers, the 
workings of the internal market and fair competition. It is submitted that 
most rules of sporting interest cannot be readily distinguishable from rules 
that impinge on economic activity. As accepted by Weatherill: ‘most rules of 
sporting interest are not purely of sporting interest, they also impinge an 
economic activity.’19

While it is submitted that the initial ECJ separatist approach to the 
relationship between internal sports regulations and EC law, more commonly 
known as the ‘sporting purposes exception’, greatly hindered the 
implementation of EC market integration in relation to sport, the approach 
utilised, though deeply unsatisfactory, was perfectly understandable. The EC 
Treaty makes no reference to sport and as such, the concept that the ECJ can 
intervene in internal sports disputes is a constitutionally suspect one, 
particularly in an era where sport, in itself, was not truly considered to be an 
industry. However, it is submitted that the EC Treaty’s broad role to ensure 
the functioning of the internal market complete with rules on competition and 
free movement of workers should not have been flouted simply because 
sporting autonomy was considered a ‘special case’. As noted by Jeremy Simon, 
‘[i]n principle, the competition law prohibition on anti-competitive 
agreements could be applied to cooperation between economic undertakings 
in the sports sector.’20

Nevertheless, the subsequent case of Bosman21 illustrated a greater 
willingness on the part of the ECJ to examine internal sports rules where there 
was a clear and direct conflict between FIFA regulations on the transfer of 
players and EC Treaty provisions on the free movement of workers.

E UNION ROYALE BELGE DES SOCIÉTÉS DE FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION 

ASBL V JEAN-MARC BOSMAN22
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18 S Weatherill ‘On Overlapping Legal Orders – What is the ‘Purely Sporting’ Rule?’ paper 
delivered 8 Mar 2007 at the University of Essex <http://www.essex.ac.uk/centres/euro/
Weatherill%20article.rtf> (29 February 2008) 2.

19 ibid.

20 J Simon ‘EU and Competition: Fair Play’ Legal Week <http://www.legalweek.com/
Company/359/Navigation/18/Articles/1007277/EU+and+Competition+Fair+play.html> (29 
February 2008).

21 Bosman (n 22).

22 Case C–415/93 Union Royale Belge des Sociétés de Football Association ASBL v Jean-
Marc Bosman [1995] ECR I–4921.



Jean Marc Bosman was to completely revolutionize the way football 
transfers would be carried out. Bosman, being out of contract at Liège, wanted 
to move clubs to US Dunkerque, a minor French side. The problem arose by 
virtue of the fact that Liege refused to allow Bosman leave without the 
payment of a transfer fee which Dunkerque, bereft of a wealthy investor, were 
simply unwilling to pay. 

Bosman claimed that, as a European Union citizen, he possessed the 
right to freedom of movement afforded to citizens within the European 
Union.23 The transfer system, he claimed, prevented him exercising this 
freedom of movement. In the Liege Court of First Instance, Bosman proposed 
that the system should be changed so that players who were out of contract 
with their clubs could move to another club without payment of a transfer fee. 
His legal representatives also argued that the then widespread quota system, 
which placed a limit on the number of foreign players who could be registered 
to play for a club, was incompatible with the free movement of workers 
guaranteed by the Treaty of Rome. The case was eventually heard in the 
European Court of Justice, and the Court found in favour of Bosman on the 
basis that his right to freedom of movement within the European Union had 
been infringed and that quota systems on foreign players, who were European 
Union citizens, were indeed contrary to the Treaty. 

The impact of this judgment on European football transfers was 
twofold. First, transfer fees for out-of-contract players were made illegal 
where a player was moving between, or within, EU member states. Secondly, 
quota systems limiting the number of foreign players on each team were also 
held to be illegal.

In a strongly worded judgment, the ECJ advocated a liberal approach 
to the vindication of the then Article 48 right to freedom of movement of EU 
citizens in relation to professional or semi professional sports players.24 
Moreover, the Court referred to ‘the difficulty of severing economic aspects 
from the sporting aspects of football’25. However, for those expecting a 
revolutionary move away from the ‘sporting rules exception’ enunciated in 
Walrave and Koch and later followed in Donà, the wording of the Bosman 
judgment was clearly a false dawn. The ECJ endorsed the exception to the 
effect that: 

[T]he provisions of Community law concerning the freedom of 
movement of persons and of provision of services do not preclude 
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23 Then Article 48 of the Treaty of Rome.

24 For example the ECJ held that the ‘rules likely to restrict freedom of movement for 
professional sportsmen, laid down by sporting associations, cannot be seen as necessary to 
ensure enjoyment of that freedom by those associations, by the clubs or by their players, nor 
can they be seen as an inevitable result thereof.’ (Bosman (n 22) at I–5065). In addition, the 
ECJ held that ‘Article 48 of the Treaty not only applies to the action of public authorities but 
extends also to rules of any other nature aimed at regulating gainful employment in a 
collective manner’ (Bosman (n 22) at I–5065-6).

25 Bosman (n 22) at I–5064.



rules or practices justified on non-economic grounds which relate 
to the particular nature and context of certain matches. 26

In Bosman itself, it is submitted that the conflict between the principle 
of free movement of workers and the transfer system, as it was then, was so 
great as to leave the ECJ with little option but to find the system to be 
incompatible with EC law. As noted by the court:

[T]he principle of subsidiarity, as interpreted … to the effect that 
intervention by public authorities, and particularly Community 
authorities, in the area in question must be confined to what is 
strictly necessary, cannot lead to a situation in which the freedom 
of private associations to adopt sporting rules restricts the exercise 
of rights conferred on individuals by the Treaty.27

However, it is true that Bosman did herald a complete overhaul of the 
European transfer and quota systems. While not intending to be seen as 
interventionist in the sphere of sporting autonomy, the ECJ in Bosman did 
prove to be a catalyst for change in the development of the modern sports 
industry that football has undoubtedly become.

Applying the Bosman judgment in the instant case of Charleroi proves 
problematic, as the judgment was unclear on the Court’s possible future 
approach if the justificatory arguments raised by FIFA were genuinely non-
economic. Thus, Bosman offers little guidance in an instance where the 
justification is obviously non-economic in nature (for example the protection 
of international football through regulations obliging clubs to compulsorily 
release players for international matches) but still has significant economic 
consequences (clubs lose the benefit of their paid employees who are obliged 
to work for a different entity on a regular basis). The anomalous situation 
facing the Court in the case of Charleroi was succinctly put by Jeremy Simon 
in the following terms, ‘In what other industry would employees be taken 
away from an employer without compensation and without insurance?’28

F RECENT RELEVANT DEVELOPMENTS IN EC COMPETITION LAW AND 

SPORT

As aforementioned, the Bosman case offers little in the way of guidance 
as to the extent of the sporting purposes exception, particularly where the 
rules concerned have a significant commercial impact with a definite overlap 
between EC law and the sports regulation concerned. Assistance is at hand in 
the form of an ECJ judgment of July 2006 where the Court adopted an 
alternative approach to the controversial sporting purposes exception and 
further went on to set out a framework for determining in future cases 
whether sports rules are legitimate in competition law terms.
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In the case of Meca-Medina and Majcen v Commission,29 the 
applicants were both long distance swimmers who challenged the 
compatibility of the swimming governing body’s anti-doping regulations with 
the Community competition rules and the free movement of services. The 
athletes were tested positive for Nandrolone, an anabolic substance, and were 
subsequently suspended from competition initially for four years under the 
Olympic Movement’s Anti-Doping Code, a penalty which was later reduced to 
two years by the Court of Arbitration of Sport. The swimmers had initially 
unsuccessfully complained to the Commission that their exclusion from the 
sport constituted a violation of their rights under Article 81 of the EC Treaty 
concerning competition law and applied to the Court of First Instance for an 
annulment of the Commission’s decision to reject their complaint.

According to the Court of First Instance (CFI), sport was subject to 
Community law only insofar as it constitutes ‘an economic activity.’30 Thus, on 
a traditional judicial analysis with regard to previous cases, such as Walrave 
and Koch and Dona, the CFI took the view that Community law does not 
cover sporting rules which have nothing to do with economic activity, eg the 
rules of the game. By implication, the Court held that purely sporting 
legislation, such as the anti-doping measures, were not subject to the 
Community provisions. The CFI considered that even if high-level sport has 
become an economic activity and anti-doping measures have severe economic 
consequences for sports professionals, they ultimately do not have an 
economic objective. Anti-doping measures have the purpose of preserving the 
spirit of fair play as well as the health of athletes. In the opinion of the fourth 
chamber of the CFI, without fair play, ‘sport, be it amateur or professional, is 
no longer sport. That purely social objective is sufficient to justify the 
campaign against doping.’31 Therefore, in this case the application for an 
annulment of the Commission’s decision was dismissed by the CFI as 
unfounded.

On appeal, the ECJ notably set aside the CFI’s judgment though it came 
to the same conclusion that the Commission had validly rejected the 
applicant’s objections.32 Of crucial importance to the impending Charleroi 
case was the reasoning employed by the ECJ. The ECJ preferred a purposive 
and pragmatic approach by considering that sporting rules can rarely be 
considered in splendid isolation from Community law as the former normally 
have economic implications, which may concern, though not necessarily 
breach, the latter. 

After initially citing with approval the previous ECJ judgments in 
Walrave and Koch and Bosman, the ECJ crucially expanded its jurisprudence 
at paragraph 27 of the judgment; ‘the mere fact that a rule is purely sporting 
in nature does not have the effect of removing from the scope of the Treaty the 
person engaging in the activity governed by that rule or the body which has 
laid it down.’ As Weatherill shrewdly points out: ‘[t]his part of the judgment is 
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32 Meca-Medina and Majcen (n 5).



… an admission that a practice may be of a sporting nature - and perhaps even 
“purely sporting” in intent – but that it must be tested against the demands of 
EC law where it exerts economic effects.’33 Applying this decisive element of 
the ECJ judgment in Meca-Medina and Majcen to the instant Royal Sporting 
Charleroi case, it is evident that any justificatory defence raised by FIFA for 
the mandatory release of players will certainly not avoid the scrutiny of EC law  
on the basis of the sporting purposes exception.

However, the next and perhaps most important question to be raised is, 
in light of the ECJ’s expanded approach to internal sporting rules, whether the 
same criteria will be applied to sporting rules as is applied to commercial 
regulations to assess their compatibility with EC competition law? In the 
Meca-Medina and Majcen judgment, in spite of the new reasoning applied, 
the ECJ confirmed the Commission’s decision to reject the applicant’s claim 
that the ban imposed on the athletes breached Article 81 of the EC Treaty. The 
Court took the view that the purpose of the anti-doping regulations was to 
ensure the fair competitive practice of sport but that any restrictions or 
penalties placed on the conduct of competitive sport must be limited to what 
is necessary.34 An excessive intervention into an athlete’s freedom would 
generate unlawful effects on competition but that had not been established on 
the facts of the case presented before the Commission. 

Specifically in relation to EC competition rules, the ECJ stated that 
sporting rules will fall within the prohibition on anti-competitive agreements 
if those rules have an economic anti-competitive effect on those excluded by 
them and go beyond what is necessary to achieve legitimate objectives by the 
means least restrictive of competition.35 Importantly, the Court’s analysis of 
the relevant competition law precedents was not confined to those concerning 
sport. Using the framework of another recent judgment in the case of 
Wouters36 concerning the creation of multi-disciplinary partnerships between 
accountants and barristers, the Court in Meca-Medina and Majcen 
emphasised that” 

[A]ccount must first of all be taken of the overall context in which 
the decision of the association of undertakings was taken or 
produces its effects and, more specifically, of its objectives. It has 
then to be considered whether the consequential effects restrictive 
of competition are inherent in the pursuit of those objectives and 
are proportionate to them.37

Indeed, according to Weatherill: 
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33 Weatherill (n 18) 7 (emphasis in original).

34 Meca-Medina and Majcen (n 5) para 47.

35 Simon (n 20).

36 Case C–309/99 Wouters v Algemene Raad van de Nederlandse Orde van Advocaten 
[2002] ECR I–1577.

37 Meca-Medina and Majcen (n 5) para 42](citations omitted).



In the case of sport, the reasoning in Wouters invites an argument 
that the overall context in which sports regulation occurs, built 
around pursuit of a broad objective of fair competition, produces 
effects which though apparently restrictive of competition are 
nonetheless inherent in the pursuit of those objectives and 
therefore permitted.38

Thus, as doping distorts results and the whole nature of fair 
competition within competitive swimming, any apparent restrictive effect 
which a 2 year suspension may have on an athlete may be considered 
permissible provided that proper procedures are laid down by the governing 
body under the Wouters approach to article 81 of the EC Treaty as adopted in 
Meca-Medina and Majcen. The net effect of the Meca-Medina and Majcen 
judgment is that the ECJ, though it may still be wary of undermining the 
expertise of sports governing bodies, will no longer absolve the decisions and 
regulations of those bodies from judicial review on the basis of EC law and any  
justification advanced by the governing body will need to be based on a 
contextual analysis of the internal sporting regulation and not on any 
outdated sporting rule exception.

Naturally in light of the ECJ’s now preferred approach to dealing with 
internal sports regulations and EC competition law as part of an overall 
contextualised system, the impending judgment in Charleroi is awaited with 
interest by academics, lawyers and fans alike. As aforementioned, the case 
concerns the FIFA rules for mandatory release by football clubs of players to 
national teams. Mandatory player release may be accepted as legitimate to 
achieve balanced competition in international football but, following Meca-
Medina, and as in Bosman, the ECJ could conclude that this objective can be 
achieved by measures less restrictive of competition, involving, perhaps, 
compensation for clubs and insurance.39

G NEGLIGENCE AND INSURANCE

Prior to the impending ECJ judgment concerning international 
football, another issue raised is ‘[w]hether [Charleroi] does to negligence what  
Bosman did to contractual relationships and freedom of movement’?40

‘The law of negligence as applied to sports torts is, prima facie, the 
same as is applied to determine negligence in any other field of activity and is 
based on Lord Atkins’ “neighbourhood test”, Donoghue v Stevenson [1932] 
AC 562.’41 The leading English precedent on recovery for a breach of duty of 
care in relation to a sports injury comes from the relatively recent Court of 
Appeal judgment in Caldwell v Maguire & Fitzgerald.42 
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40 M James ‘Liability for Professional Athletes’ Injuries: a comparative analysis of where the 
risk lies’ [2006] 1 Web JCLI.

41 ibid.

42 [2001] EWCA Civ 1054.



According to Caldwell, the defendant must owe to the claimant a duty 
to take reasonable care not to cause him harm; the defendant must have 
breached that duty by falling below the standards of behaviour acceptable for 
that particular sports activity and that reasonably foreseeable harm must have 
been caused as a result of the breach of that duty. Furthermore, the Court in 
Caldwell made it clear that there is no separate test, or new tort, of acting with 
reckless disregard towards another person while playing sport.

It is submitted that the standard developed in Caldwell for sports 
negligence will be mirrored in this jurisdiction. The evidence for this assertion 
is gleaned from the manner in which Irish superior courts have followed their 
English counterparts in the retreat from the imposition of an expansive duty 
of care in novel circumstances43 as laid down in Caparo Industries v 
Dickman.44 

Moreover, in instances where a player has been found to have acted 
negligently, the player’s club is normally held to be vicariously liable for 
injuries inflicted on an opponent provided the injuries are caused during the 
course of the player’s employment, ie during the game.45 Naturally a problem 
arises in relation to international football where the players themselves are 
not playing for a club. Under FIFA regulations, the club is responsible for the 
insurance cover of an international player including insurance for any injury 
sustained in the international match (or matches) for which he has been 
released.46 As it stands, an EU member states’ ruling football federation would 
not be held vicariously liable for an injury inflicted on an opposing team 
member during a match and moreover is not under any obligation to provide 
insurance cover for its own international players. This state of affairs is 
certainly anomalous.

What then are the arguments against changing the liability of national 
football federations to avoid this anomaly? First, it is submitted that less well 
off federations would be left bankrupt if they were forced to pay compensation 
to clubs for the injuries sustained by players while on international duty. In 
the alternative, if a national football federation were to seek insurance cover 
for their international squad, then the premium would be substantial given 
the high wages paid to modern footballers. These premiums in turn would 
cause grave financial hardship for poorly funded organisations. 

An example of the disparate distribution of wealth amongst different 
national football federations was seen when the English soccer star, Michael 
Owen, was injured during the 2006 World Cup. The English Football 
Association (a wealthy football organisation given the high level of revenue 
obtained each year from the sale of television rights for the English Premier 
League) agreed to pay his wages during his recuperation and indeed had 
insurance cover for that purpose. On the other hand, if a similar injury 
occurred to Damien Duff while playing for Ireland, it is inconceivable that the 
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46 FIFA Regulations (n 8) art 2.3.



FAI would be in a position to pay his weekly wage in excess of £ 60,000 stg. 
This problem is further illustrated in Charleroi where both the club and G-14 
are taking the case against FIFA as opposed to the less well off Moroccan 
Football Federation.

Secondly, aside from paying a player’s wages while injured, any claim 
that the affected club would be more successful on the pitch but for an injury 
to a star player appears to be too speculative to succeed. In reality it may well 
prove impossible to quantify the loss of a single player to a team’s 
performance over an entire season. As has been seen on many occasions in the 
fickle world of professional sport, past performance is no guarantee of future 
success. Furthermore, it is submitted that a Court would have similar 
difficulties in assessing the loss of merchandise sales or sponsorship earnings 
caused by the absence of a particular player from a team due to injury.

A further difficulty concerning the imposition of a corollary duty on 
football federations to provide insurance cover for players on international 
duty relates to the nature of insurance cover for sports players as a whole. 
Thus it is crucial that those seeking insurance for football players focus on the 
wording and the precise scope of the cover required. The complexities that 
may arise were highlighted in the recent case of Blackburn Rovers FC plc v 
Avon Insurance plc47 where it was held that pre-existing injuries or 
degenerative conditions can mean that claims based on a particular injury are 
not covered. The definition of the scope of cover is therefore vital. It must be 
precise and reflect the exact circumstances where one can recover under the 
insurance policy.

By applying this caveat to international footballer’s insurance policies, 
it is submitted that difficulties may clearly arise if an injury is sustained by a 
player on international duty who had previously been injured while playing 
for his club where the federation’s insurance policy wording required 
disablement to result solely from the injury sustained whilst playing with the 
national squad. If such was the case, then the football federation would be 
unable to recover under the policy and the club would possibly have to seek 
recourse to Court to secure payment of compensation from the football 
federation for the injury sustained to their player. Whether a club who 
knowingly released a player to play in an international match in spite of a 
recurring injury should be able to recover against the football federation when 
that player gets injured is highly debatable.

Ultimately, it is accepted that the current status quo regarding the non-
imposition of an adequate duty of care on national football federations for the 
actions of their players—and the corollary FIFA regulations entrusting 
insurance cover for the injuries sustained by international players solely in the 
hands of clubs—is certainly anomalous and in many ways, unjust. However, it 
is submitted that the practicalities of imposing an onerous duty on all national 
federations could mark the death knell of representative international sport. 
No longer would poorly funded national football federations, such as Ireland, 
be in a position to field their own ‘superstars’ to compete against well financed 
football federations, such as England, who could afford the high insurance 
premiums for Wayne Rooney et al. 
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H TOWARDS A BALANCED APPROACH TO IMPOSING LIABILITY ON 

INTERNATIONAL FOOTBALL FEDERATIONS?
In the opinion of this author, an element of balance should be struck 

between the two aforementioned extremes. It is not in the interests of the 
clubs as a whole to stifle the internationalisation of football as such would also 
suppress the growing international support for clubs confined to domestic or 
regional competition and in turn stifle club revenue gained from merchandise 
sales, sponsorship and player sales. Neither is it truly in the best interests of 
the development of international competitions that clubs are the ones solely 
obliged to ensure the availability of insurance cover for valuable club players 
while they play for their respective countries. If the club was solely faced with 
this onerous financial obligation, a situation could easily develop where top 
international players would be induced to retire early from international 
football by clubs and managers eager to maintain their own private interests 
in the players.48

What sort of balance would alleviate these problems? It is submitted 
that a compromise could perhaps be achieved by organising an international 
fund for the payment of compensation for injuries sustained by club players 
while on international duty. All national football federations would contribute 
to this fund in proportion to their relevant wealth. Significantly other sports 
have utilised this solution to great effect on a domestic level.

In Australia, a revolutionary approach in relation to the payment of 
compensation for sporting injuries was adopted with the establishment of the 
New South Wales Sporting Injuries Committee,49 which administers a state 
sponsored scheme to make payments to those who suffer permanent disabling 
injuries or death whilst playing sport.50 As noted by James: 

Organisations, such as state or district governing bodies or 
individual sports clubs, join the scheme and pay premiums based 
on the number of affiliated members that play under the 
organisation’s auspices. … Payments are made according to a tariff 
system and compensation is guaranteed to those who fulfil the 
criteria.51

Admittedly this Australian scheme is very much a regional operation 
but it is submitted that the same principles could be effectively adapted by an 
international organisation such as FIFA.
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50 ibid.
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Indeed, the English Rugby Football Union (RFU) has implemented a 
similar scheme for catastrophic injuries.52 Under the RFU scheme, it is 
compulsory for all players of member clubs to have an adequate insurance 
policy, in this case the RFU’s Accidental Death and Permanent Total Disability  
(ADPTD) policy. The clubs collect membership or match fees from the players 
from which they pay the appropriate premium. The sum of these fees then 
acts as one giant premium payment to the insurer. Through this scheme, all 
rugby players are covered for injuries received in connection with playing the 
game. 

The drawback of both schemes is that they only cover the most serious 
injuries. However, claims for catastrophic injuries attract the highest quantum  
of damages and as such are unlikely to be capable of being met by individual 
sports players or, in the case of football, cash-strapped club teams. To ensure 
that all injured players are able to receive some compensation, the RFU 
recommends that all players take out additional insurance for minor injuries 
and for payment protection where the player is employed.53

The question to be posed is whether an international compensation 
fund scheme would apply to international football effectively so as to alleviate 
the concerns of football clubs whilst maintaining competitive and, most 
importantly, representative international football competitions? Unlike the 
English RFU compulsory insurance system, a broad international football 
compensation fund scheme would be without precedent but could prove to be 
an attractive European-style cooperative solution to the impasse. However, 
given FIFA’s traditional reluctance to compromise with G-14 over regulations, 
it seems the anomalous status quo will not be departed from in the absence of 
a Court ruling such as that possible in the Charleroi case.

I DIFFERENT POSITIONS

In essence, the club’s key argument is that the current FIFA 
Regulations are an unjust infringement of their commercial rights within the 
European Union. To this effect, G-14 and Royal Sporting Charleroi F.C, as part  
of their legal submissions, will claim that the FIFA statutes governing player 
release and insurance are an abuse of dominant position under articles 81 and 
82 of the Treaty of Rome.54 In reality, G-14 wants the current FIFA rules on 
the compulsory release of players for international matches judged illegal or 
amended through a dialogue with the clubs.
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52 —— ‘Compulsory Playing Insurance - Accidental Death & Permanent Disability and 
Additional Voluntary Insurance’ RFU <http://www.rfu.com/pdfs/community/
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53 ibid 3:
This is a Death and Permanent Total Disability policy and the benefits are for 
catastrophic injury only. For this reason the RFU has asked insurers to make 
available additional insurances. Options are available for amateur players to 
cover their earnings and provide benefits against other costs such as dental 
treatment and physiotherapy…

54 Article 82 states: ‘Any abuse by one or more undertakings of a dominant position within the 
common market or in a substantial part of it shall be prohibited as incompatible with the 
common market in so far as it may affect trade between Member States.’



The rationale of clubs, like G-14, is ‘that because they pay the wages of 
players, which can exceed £ 100,000 a week for the top performers, they 
should be entitled to compensation when they are injured playing for their 
country.’55 This is a particularly valid point when the injury inflicted on a star 
player affects the success of his club team over the course of a season whereas 
the injury will naturally not affect the international team to the same extent as 
the finals of international regional football competitions take place every two 
years.56

On the other hand, FIFA will argue that its regulations on the 
compulsory release of players for international football matches are essential 
to ensure truly representative and fair international competitions. Of course 
any argument raised by FIFA on a contextualised objective justificatory basis, 
as was successful in Meca-Medina and Majcen v Commission, will be 
rebutted by the clubs on the grounds that international football could be run 
equally as well using less restrictive regulations which would ensure that the 
clubs would be adequately compensated for the absence of their players on 
international duty. Faced with this plausible argument, it is difficult to see 
how the current status quo, which strongly discriminates against clubs, can be 
objectively justified.

A broader argument which could conceivably be advanced by FIFA is 
that the true success of international soccer has been the ability of perceived 
lesser footballing nations to compete with world powers57 without the 
hindrance of financial restrictions such as high insurance premiums, payment 
of compensation to clubs in the case of injuries or possibly paying for the 
release of players for international duty. The successful participation of more 
and more countries in international football has led to both the 
internationalisation and popularisation of the ‘beautiful game’ thus generating 
prestige, interest and crucially income for the benefit of clubs and national 
football federations alike. 

Moreover, the success of teams from less well-known footballing 
nations is not generally replicated in club football where, in the modern era, 
the success of club teams on the field is intrinsically linked with the economic 
power of clubs.58 With their strong economic bargaining power, wealthy clubs 
are able to attract the best foreign talent with the lure of wealth, fame and 
trophies. This, in turn, has the effect of destroying the hopes of teams from 
smaller domestic leagues, such as the Eircom League, as they are unable to 
retain their most talented players to compete successfully in pan-European 
club competitions. On this basis, one could argue that the growth of football as 
both a sport and a business owes more to the success of the international than 
the domestic game. Undoubtedly the regulations of FIFA on the compulsory 
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release of players, though perhaps objectively unfair on the individual clubs, 
have significantly helped rather than hindered the growth of football 
worldwide but it is unlikely that such a statement will save the impugned FIFA 
regulations from being held incompatible with EC competition law.

J CONCLUSION
If Charleroi and G-14 succeed in their action against FIFA on the 

incompatibility of a number of the regulations concerning international 
football with EC law, the potential consequences for the future of the 
international game are extremely serious. FIFA would have to reappraise its 
regulations on the compulsory release of international players to play for their 
national teams, the rule requiring clubs to be bound by FIFA’s international 
calendar,59 the rule preventing clubs from demanding any form of financial 
reward in return for release60 and finally the rule requiring clubs to be 
exclusively responsible for the insurance cover of an international player 
including insurance for injury sustained in the international match (or 
matches) for which he has been released.61 In the event that Charleroi 
succeed, a complete revision of these rules will potentially be deemed 
necessary by the ECJ so that the FIFA Regulations effectively comply with the 
European Union principles of free movement of workers and fair competition.

It is submitted that a compromise could perhaps be achieved by 
organising an international fund for the payment of compensation for injuries 
sustained by club players while on international duty. By adapting the scheme 
used by the English Rugby Football Union, the future of international football 
could be secured by ensuring that the clubs are not solely obliged to guarantee 
the availability of insurance cover for valuable club players while they play for 
their respective countries. However, in order to achieve such a solution, 
cooperation between clubs, national federations and FIFA is essential. 
Unfortunately, whether such a compromise could be achieved without lengthy  
litigation is highly questionable given FIFA’s previous reluctance to take 
cognisance of the concerns of clubs in other football related cases such as 
Bosman.

As it stands, the European Court of Justice will consider the 
fundamental compatibility of the above four FIFA regulations with EC law. It 
generally takes the ECJ between 16 and 20 months to deliver its verdict in a 
preliminary reference case. Therefore the legal and footballing world must 
wait until the end of 2008 for these questions to be resolved. It will not be 
known until then whether the final whistle for representative international 
football is to be blown.
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